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Abstract

A virtual assembly approach is proposed for the analysis of product assemblability during the design stage.
A visual assembly environment created in DELMIA is developed and its capability is demonstrated via a
case study of a blower assembly. Based on the simulation of the entire assembly process, cycle time and
human factor issues are evaluated from an ergonomics point of view. Comparison results show that the
assembly cycle time and energy expenditure can be reduced when the operator posture is improved as a
result of workplace redesign. Simulation results of the virtual assembly can be used for the planning and
validation of the actual assembly process as well as feedback for design changes.
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1 INTRODUCTION

To enhance competition in the global market,
manufacturing companies are increasingly concerned with
product and process validation in order to facilitate efficient
and effective engineering changes [1]. Assembly process
validation is an area that needs special consideration due to
its direct influences on product quality, time to market and
cost [2]. The minimization of the product cycle time and
work induced fatigue are two significant factors during
validation. Therefore, it is beneficial to incorporate a
complete ergonomic analysis of the assembly process for a
new product design.
In the late 90s, ergonomic analysis was mostly supported
by videotaping systems, i.e. a videotape of an operator
performing the assembly operations [3-5]. Such research
analyzed the videotape of work methods and workplace
layout. With the development of computer hardware and
software, 3D simulation techniques were employed in
ergonomic analysis. Generally, information on assembly
sequence, operator movements, etc. from the workplace is
collected and then a virtual manufacturing environment
mimicking the actual physical environment is constructed.
Iterative simulations can be conducted in such a virtual
environment for ergonomic analysis [6-8]. However, such
analyses are often based on an existing product and
workplace. The construction of these physical prototypes
will increase product development lead time and costs.
Therefore, there are significant advantages in the
concurrent study of human factors for product assembly
during the design stage.
Chryssolouris et al. developed an experimental virtual
environment for the verification of manual assembly
processes [9]. An immersive virtual environment with a
CyberGlove was used in their study of four alternative
layouts for the assembly of a boat propeller. The influence
of a number of process parameters and their combinations
on the process cycle time were also quantified. Rajan et al.
developed a Virtual Reality-based environment JGPRO for
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aircraft floor assembly jig design and analysis [10]. 3D CAD
models of assembly product, jig and a virtual hand were
imported into JIGPRO for assembly process simulation and
accessibility analysis. The main purpose was to analyze
accessibility during assembly and to evaluate the risk of
musculoskeletal injuries. Sundin et al. described a case
study of bus chassis assembly which aimed to improve
efficiency and ergonomics in the early design stages [11].
‘Jack’ was used for the construction of a computer manikin
and ergonomic analysis of different work sequences
including posture was conducted.
This investigation demonstrates the capability of a virtual
assembly approach in product assemblability analysis and
workplace design based on a blower assembly case study.
A virtual assembly environment is created and a digital
human model is introduced to perform all necessary
assembly operations. Three metrics are used in this study:
operator posture, energy expenditure and process cycle
time. They are evaluated and used for the redesign of the
workplace in this phase of virtual assembly.

2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Virtual assembly environment

DELMIA V5R20 is adopted for the creation of virtual
assembly environment and process simulation. Its digital
manufacturing approach is built upon a Product, Process,
and Resource (PPR) model providing a central hub
connecting all relevant data as shown in Figure 1.
Especially, its virtual ergonomics provision offers a digital
human modeling capability for the creation, validation and
simulation of operator/product interaction. The digital
operator can perform activities such as walk to a specific
location (across floors, up ladders, down stairs) based on
time parameters defined by the user, move from one target
posture to another, as well as pick and place parts in the
work area by following the movements and paths of objects.
These activities can be combined with assembly activities

for the anaalysis of the reelationship beetween operattors and
other entitiees in simulattion. Generallly, operator aactivities
can be defiined by three different metthods. Firstly, defined
by standardd activities, such as walk, climb the staairs and
climb the ladder. How
wever, only a limited num
mber of
standard aactivities are available in DELMIA. Seecondly,
defined by adjusting thee freedom of a segment. A digital
human moddel in DELMIAA has 68 segments. They all have
their own ddegrees of freeedom, which is usually 2 oor 3. By
o freedom of a segment, specific
regulating tthe degree of
operator poosture can be defined. Finally, the third method
is via inverrse kinematicc. When the path of an oobject is
defined, thee operator’s hand can follow
w this specificc path in
space. Meaanwhile, theree are 5 inverrse kinematicc control
points in DEELMIA which are line of sigght, pelvis, righht hand,
left hand, riight foot and left foot. Userrs can assign specific
locations foor these points in spacee and corressponding
posture of the operator can be obtained through inverse
kinematic.
A completee virtual enviroonment allowss the preparattion and
inputs of all digital modeels involved in assembly pprocess.
These incluude component 3D modelss, workplace models,
materials sttorage models, tool, fastenners and an ooperator
model. Theese models shhould be loadeed and locateed in the
virtual asseembly environm
ment.
Within the virtual assem
mbly environm
ment, a rapid aanalysis
for assembbly process can be condducted. The product
assemblability in terms of performannce metrics ssuch as
RULA scorees (Cf Sectionn 2.2), assembbly process cyycle time
and the eenergy expennditure of thhe operator can be
estimated. Such analysiss can be part of an approaach for a
multi objectivee optimization. An overvieww of the
single or m
virtual asseembly environm
ment simulatioon is shown inn Figure
2.
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Figure 2: Thee simulation fllow chart of thhe virtual assembly
envvironment.

2.2 Analysiss methodologgy

RULA score
The RULA (R
Rapid Upper Limb Assesssment) system
m was
developed too investigatee the expossure of individual
operators to risks
r
associatted with work-related uppeer limb
disorders [12]. An RULA aanalysis exam
mines the following
movements, static
s
muscle work,
risk factors: number of m
force, workingg posture, andd time worked without a breaak. All
these factors are combineed to provide a final scoree that
ranges from 1 to 7:
1 and 2 – Indicates thatt the posture is acceptable if it is
not maintaained or repeaated for long periods
p
of timee.
3 and 4 – Indicates thaat further inveestigation is neeeded
and changges may be reequired.
5 and 6 – Indicates thaat investigation and changees are
required soon.
7 – Indiccates that innvestigation and changess are
required im
mmediately.
Process cyclee time
A functional timer
t
enabless the user to record the prrocess
time of eachh individual sstep of the assembly proocess.
Manual asseembly can bbe divided naturally
n
intoo two
components, handling (acqquiring, orientiing and movinng the
parts), and inssertion and faastening (matinng a part to annother
part or group parts) [13]. TThus, the total assembly prrocess
time t is calculated as:
t = t h + ti
(1)
•

•

•

•

Where

= haandling time

= insertion and fastenning time
Energy expennditure
GARG equations are empiirical metabolic energy preddictive
equations. They
T
are addopted for energy expennditure
calculations inn this investigaation as show
wn in Table 1 [14].
[ It
assumes that an assemblyy task can be divided into simple
s
basic operations. Once thhis step has been appliedd, the
average ratee for the enntire job (in kcal/min) caan be
estimated by summing up tthe energy reqquirements forr each
individual opeeration and thee energy required to maintaain the
posture.
ti

Figure 1: PPPR model in DELMIA.
D

th

GARG equationss
Forr stoop lift:
E=0
0.0109 BW + ((0.0012 BW + 0.0052L +0.00028 S·L)F
Forr squat lift:
E=0
0.0109 BW + ((0.0019 BW + 0.0081L + 0.00023 S·L)F
Forr arm lift:
E=0
0.0109 BW + ((0.0019 BW + 0.0081L + 0.00023 S·L)F
Where
e
expendditure (kcal/miin)
E: energy
BW
W: body weightt (lb)
S: gender
g
(femalee=0, male =1))
F: liifting frequenccy (lifts/min)
L: lo
oad weight (lbb)
Table 1: Energy exxpenditure calculation in virrtual assemblyy
ment.
environm
3 CASE
C
STUDY
As a demonstrattion of the capabilities of
o the virtuaal
assem
mbly environm
ment, a case study
s
of an aluuminum bloweer
assem
mbly was carried out. The blower, as shhown in Figuree
3, was
w designedd for remotte control model
m
aircrafft
appliccations [15]. The heaviestt part of the blower is thee
housing which haas a mass off 5.695 kg. The
T assemblyy
proceess consists oof five tasks: 1) crankshaftt assembly, 22)
pistonn sub-assem
mbly; 3) pistoon assemblyy; 4) housingg
assem
mbly; 5) impeller assembly. Each taskk requires thee
operaator to acquiree parts from the storage beench, transporrt
them, and fasten thhem in a fixedd location on thhe workbenchh.
d
operatoor is based on a 50 percentiile US male ass
The digital
provided within thee DELMIA database. The operator
o
has a
heighht of 175.58 cm and weiighs 78.49 kgg. The virtuaal
assem
mbly environm
ment construccted for this case study iss
givenn in Figure 4 aand the indiviidual steps off the assemblyy
proceess are shownn in Table 2. The objectivees of this casee
studyy are:
• to
o predict annd evaluate ergonomic issues
i
duringg
asssembly proceess;
• to
o model thee assembly cycle time and energyy
exxpenditure;
• to
o improve assembly cycle tiime and energgy expendituree
viia workplace rredesign.
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Figure 4: Thee virtual assem
mbly environm
ment.
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Figure 3: Blower model for assemblyy [15].
Table 2: Assembly proceess of the blow
wer.

4 ANALYYSIS
4.1 RULAA analysis

A propagattion of the assembly task’ss RULA scorees along
the processs time is giveen in Figure 5. There is oonly one
RULA scoree at any instaant and it is updated for eeach 0.1
sec intervall. For this opeeration, the highest RULA score 7
appears in tthe crankshafft assembly opperation. This sends a
strong signnal that channges must bee made to thhis task
immediatelyy. The sequeences of operrator posture for this
task are shhown in Figurre 6. It is evident that in oorder to
insert the ccrankshaft intoo the engine block,
b
the opeerator is
squatting aand the uppeer body is leeaning and sstooping.
These postures impose stress
s
and fattigue for the ooperator.
i logical to hyypothesize thaat a new
With such kknowledge, it is
and less stressful possture could be attained if the
workbench is higher.
Based on tthis observatiion, the workplace layout was redesigned by increasing the heighht of the sstandard
workbench from 70 cm
m to 90 cm. After the woorkplace
d
ergonnomic simulat ion was
design moddification, a detailed
performed again and the new RU
ULA scores for the
assembly ttasks are shhown in Figuure 7. For thhe new
workplace ddesign, the RU
ULA score 7 inn the ‘danger’’ zone is
totally eliminated. Further, the stressfuul posture of ssquatting
is removed and other poostures are also improved with the
F
8.
new operatoor posture as illustrated in Figure
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4.2 Processs cycle time aanalysis
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Figure 5: A propagationn of the assem
mbly’s RULA sscores.

The original assembly cyycle time t1 is 213 sec. After
workplace reddesign, the neew cycle time t2 is reduced to
t 204
sec. The totaal cycle time is reduced by
b 4.2% simpply by
workbench height adjustm
ment. An oveerall comparisson of
each assembbly task for tthe two simulations is givven in
Figure 9. It iss evident thatt 3 out 10 asssembly taskss, i.e.,
crankshaft faastening, hoousing fastenning and im
mpeller
fastening, shoow a reductioon in assembbly time while there
are no changees for other ooperations. In this
t case studdy, the
assembly cycle time reducttion is attributeed to the remooval of
the undesirabble and stresssful posture of squatting as a
result of workplace redesignn.

4.3 Energy expenditure analysis

(a)

(b)

(c)

As the processs cycle time was reducedd by 4.2% afteer the
workplace reddesign, the tootal energy exxpenditure wass also
reduced. Moreeover, based on the GARG
G equations in Table
1, the energyy expenditure per min of arrm lift is lower than
stoop lift and squat lift whenn other param
meters, i.e. thee body
weight, operaator gender, liifting frequenccy and load weight
w
remain unchaanged. Conseequently, the energy
e
expennditure
will decrease correspondinngly when thee squat and stoop
movements are reduced. AAs the energy expenditure reelated
to the original workplace wwas 8.951 kcaal and the result for
the redesigned workplacee layout wass 8.544 kcal, the
reduction in energy
e
expennditure amounnted to 4.5%. This
change will contribute
c
to an improvem
ment of the overall
o
operator perfoormance.

5 CONCLUSSION

(e)
(f)
(d)
Original posturral analysis of crankshaft asssembly
Figure 6: O
task.

A virtual asseembly approacch is proposedd for the analyysis of
product asseemblability. Inn this invesstigation, a virtual
v
assembly envvironment waas developed and an assembly
cycle time annd an energyy expendituree calculation model
m
were embeddded into this environment. A case stuudy of
assembling a blower for a remote conntrol model aircraft
a
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Figure 9: Comparison of individual assembly task time before and after workplace redesign.
application is employed to demonstrate the capability of this
virtual assembly environment. The entire assembly process
simulation consists of four assembly tasks and one subassembly task. Human factors were evaluated and a new
design of the workplace is proposed based on the
ergonomic problems identified in the assembly process.
Simulation results show that the assembly cycle time and
energy expenditure can be reduced through an
improvement of the operator’s posture. The process cycle
time and energy expedition can be reduced by 4.2% and
4.5% respectively. Further simulations could be made to
optimize individual metric or a combination of them. Results
obtained from the virtual assembly analysis can also be
used for process validation and verification before actual
production.
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